
Plans are nothing 
Planning is everything

(or a real world guide to climate adaptation planning) !
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Most plans fail!

“the large majority of plans or at least the 
strategic initiatives they contain fail, in the 
corporate world this maybe as much as high 
as 90%, maybe 70%, no one really knows 
because we are really poor at keeping track”!



Why are we not very good at 
planning?!

Methodological factors!

Ø  tools and approach ‘borrowed’ from other fields  !

Ø NRM is complex and integrated across domains!

Ø poor comparison and evaluations of plans, 
planning tools and approaches!



Why are we not very good at 
planning?!

Human factors  !

Ø normal people don’t like planning  !

Ø we are not very good at thinking about the future !

Ø  few of us are actually trained in planning!



Why are we not very good at 
planning?!

Organisational factors  !

Ø planning is often not valued in organisations!

Ø not adequately resources ($ or time)!

Ø poor leadership and buy in!

Ø  few incentives to use plans or learn!



Why are we not very good 
at planning?!

Governance and institutional factors  !

Ø  ‘enforced planning’ ie meeting statutory 
obligations!

Ø  top down or centralised processes – the 
template approach!

Ø  lack of continuity or long term commitment!



Quick summary!
If left unchecked, climate change will increase the likelihood of severe, 
pervasive and irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems. 

IPCC 2014!

To address this challenge we have;!

1. inadequate tools for the task!

2. ill equipped human and organisational capacity!

3. poorly structured and executed governance arrangements for the nature of 
the problems we are trying to solve and solutions we are trying to implement!



An opportunity?!
!

We could try to refine the current approaches – but BaU will ensure we slip back 
into the current regime!

To address climate change we need transformation – a deliberate shift towards a 
new way of thinking and working towards desired futures.!

Some important things we can do with minimum resources to start that 
transformation:!

1.  Change language – plan, planning, (and MERI) are out!!

2.  Focus on the process not the plan, on systems not things!

3.  Adopt tools and approach suited to our context!

4.  Work mostly bottom up!

!



Characteristics of a transformative 
‘future ready’ process !

1.  Systems focused!

2.  Links planning, doing, testing, reflection and learning in a continuous 
cycle!

3.  Has governance arrangement that gives power to those that need it!

4.  Is based on co-design principles!

5.  Has respect for multiple knowledges as a central principle!

!



Characteristics of a ‘future 
ready’ process !

6. Is cognitively ‘aware’ ie uses best science about values, frames, process, 
learning and communication!

7. Has innovation and experimentation to test assumptions as the primary 
doing mechanism!

8. Does not produce a document, it’s a process with no end point just 
evolutions!

9. Creates incentives for change, innovation, learning rather than the 
opposite!

10. What do you think should be here?!

!
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Take homes!

Planning is a central vehicle for change!

Our current approaches to planning limit our ability to adapt to climate 
change by further entrenching business-as-usual!

We need to transform the way we plan, implement and learn!

There is a window of opportunity to re-imagine planning, lets act now!
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